LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Too Weighty a Link Between Short Sleep and Obesity?

James Horne, PhD

Sleep Research Centre, Loughborough University, Loughborough, Leicestershire, UK

PAPERS1,2 IN RECENT ISSUES OF SLEEP ADD TO OTHER EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FROM ADULTS3,4 AND CHILDREN5-7 POINTING TO OBESITY AND RELATED EFFECTS (E.G., METABOLIC SYNDROME, TYPE 2 DIABETES) BEING ASSOCIATED WITH HABITUALLY SHORT OR LONG SLEEP. THE LINK IS NOT NECESSARILY THROUGH SLEEPINESS, INDOLENCE, AND LESS INCLINATION TOWARDS EXERCISE VIA INSUFFICIENT OR POOR QUALITY LENGTHY SLEEP (E.G., OSA). INSTEAD, IT COULD BE CAUSED BY ENERGY-BALANCE IMPAIRMENTS VIA INSULIN RESISTANCE/GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND CHANGES TO LEPTIN AND GHRELIN LEVELS.8

HOWEVER, ANY WEIGHT OR BMI DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SHORT, NORMAL, AND LONG SLEEPERS ONLY SEEM APPARENT AFTER MANY YEARS OF SLEEPING IN THIS MANNER. FOR EXAMPLE, A BMI DIFFERENCE OF 2.5 UNITS (ABOUT 7 KG) BETWEEN OTHERWISE COMPARABLE SHORT (5 H) AND NORMAL (7-8 H) SLEEPERS;2 DEVELOPED SLOWLY OR AT SOME POINT DURING 10 YEARS OF THIS SLEEP; THAT IS, WITH SOME HUNDREDS, MAYBE THOUSANDS OF HOURS ACCUMULATED DIFFERENCE IN THE DAILY SLEEP BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS OVER THIS 10 Y PERIOD. THIS POINT BECOMES MORE EVIDENT WITH THE VERY SMALL, HIGHLY STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT 1 BMI UNIT DIFFERENCE INVOLVING 1469 WOMEN, 32-62 YEARS OF AGE, SLEEPING EITHER MORE OR LESS THAN 6 H PER DAY.4 OR, THE SIGNIFICANT 0.9 KG DIFFERENCE IN WEIGHT GAIN BETWEEN 5-H AND 8-H SLEEPERS, IN A SAMPLE OF 68,183 WOMEN, APPEARING OVER A 10 Y PERIOD.3

EVEN IF THIS KEY POINT IS EXCLUDED, THE RISK OF OBESITY ONLY BECOMES APPARENT WHEN HABITUAL SLEEP IS UNUSUALLY SHORT, AROUND 5 H/DAY IN ADULTS3-5 AND BELOW ABOUT 10 H/DAY IN CHILDREN5,6), OR VERY LONG, USUALLY >9 H IN ADULTS. ALTHOUGH ACUTE 4 H/DAY SLEEP RESTRICTION7 PRODUCES GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND INCIPENT METABOLIC SYNDROME, SUCH A LOW AMOUNT OF SLEEP CANNOT BE SUSTAINED FOR MORE THAN A FEW DAYS, OWING TO EXCESSIVE DAYTIME SLEEPINESS, AND IS BEYOND TOLERABLE “EVERYDAY” CONDITIONS. EVEN 5 H DAILY SLEEP IS ATYPICAL, FOUND IN ONLY A MINORITY (5%-8%) OF THE ADULT POPULATION. IN THESE RESPECTS, THERE IS LITTLE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE SHOWING THAT 6-H SLEEPERS ARE AT REAL RISK AND THAT, FOR ADULTS, ABOUT 7 H UNINTERRUPTED SLEEP SEEMS QUITE “SAFE.”9

RELATIVELY FEW OBSESE ADULTS/CHILDREN ARE SHORT SLEEPERS, AND FEW SHORT SLEEPING ADULTS/CHILDREN ARE OBSESE OR SUFFER OBESITY-RELATED DISORDERS.9

Perhaps, if short sleeping obese people slept for longer, there would be less energy imbalance, hormonal levels would normalize, they would be more alert, less hungry, more active—maybe hypnotics could be therapeutic for obesity? Alternatively, this extra sleep time might be better spent in physical exercise and in reducing energy input, as there is little evidence showing that by lengthening sleep alone, short sleepers will lose weight. Besides, there may be as many underweight as there are overweight short sleepers; but we know less about this other end of the BMI distribution.

WHilst, for children, the prevalence of obesity in those habitually sleeping ≤10 h is more than double that for those sleeping >10 h?8,10 THIS HAS TO BE SEEN IN PERSPECTIVE. IN ONE STUDY,11 7.7% OF OBSESE CHILDREN SLEPT ≤10 H, COMPARED WITH ONLY 3.6% OF NON-OBSESE CONTROLS SLEEPING ≤10 H. PUT DIFFERENTLY, 92.3% OF THESE OBSESE CHILDREN WERE NOT SHORT SLEEPERS; THAT IS, THEY SLEPT BEYOND 10 H. TAKING THIS LATTER VIEWPOINT WITH ANOTHER PROSPECTIVE STUDY12 INDICATING INCREASED OBESITY IN SHORTER SLEEPERS, 89.7% OF THOSE SHORT SLEEPING CHILDREN WHO SLEPT ≤10.5 H WHEN AGED 3 Y DID NOT BECOME OBSESE FOUR YEARS LATER. THIS COMPARES WITH 93.6% AND 93.2% “NON-OBSESE” FOUR YEARS LATER, FOR THOSE WHO origINALLY SLEPT 11-11.9 H AND ≥12 H, RESPECTIVELY. THE RECENT PROSPECTIVE STUDY7 OF CHILDREN AGED 9 Y, FOLLOWED UNTIL 12 Y, REPORTED THAT WHEREAS AT 9 Y THE MEAN SLEEP DURATIONS FOR THOSE WHO DID OR DID NOT BECOME OBSESE WERE SIMILAR, LATER, THEIR RESPECTIVE SLEEP DURATIONS OF 8.78 H AND 9.02 H, WHEN AGED 12 Y, WERE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT, BUT THIS WAS ONLY BY 14 MINUTES.

Many type 2 diabetics, irrespective of BMI, have disturbed sleep linked to other medical problems, including depression,1 and seek better sleep. Improving this sleep, alone (e.g., with hypnotics) is unlikely to relieve the metabolic syndrome or diabetes. Most habitual 6-h sleepers, having otherwise undisturbed sleep, will not develop diabetes as a result of this amount of sleep.13 Although the diabetes risk for 5-h sleepers may be almost double14 that of 7-h sleepers, it may require 10 y of sleeping like this, and still with 96% of these sleepers not developing diabetes, compared with a 97.5% symptom-free prevalence for 7-h sleepers.15 Finally, the discerning and latest paper in SLEEP, by Gangwisch et al,14 mostly involving older people, reported that 8.9% of them habitually slept ≤5 h. A 8-10 y follow-up found a 4.8% incidence of diabetes in the entire sample of 8992 people. Under 5 h sleep was associated with eg: older age, higher BMI (this was 27, against 26.7 and 26.0 for 6-h and 7-h sleepers, respectively) and, importantly, depression (having a prevalence of 34% versus 13% for 7-h sleepers). When adjusted for these covariates, the significant odds ratio for < 5-h sleepers having diabetes was 1.47 (7 h sleep = 1.0); and for > 9 h sleep it was 1.52. Ratios for 6-h and 8-h sleepers were 1.08, and 1.09, respectively. In effect, by sleeping ≤5 h a day apparently for
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8-10 y, less than four per 100 of these 5-h sleepers could attribute their diabetes to short sleep alone.

I use the important findings from these excellent papers only to illustrate that habitually short sleep itself, whether it be in adults or children causes, at best, only a relatively small weight gain when seen over many years. We do not know if the gain is sudden (then stabilizes), or gradually accumulates over the years, nevertheless, it is associated with a difference of what must be hundreds of hours of sleep if one compares habitual 5-h versus 7-h sleepers. Moreover, in these respects, there remains a gap in knowledge between the effects of acute, severe sleep restriction (e.g., down to 4 h sleep) in normal sleepers, and those people habitually sleeping at the lower end of the normal distribution. The greater danger to health from inadequate sleep is not obesity and its consequences, but having an accident as a result of inadvertently falling asleep. For children, insufficient sleep causes behavioral and learning problems, which must be of greater concern. The solution to obesity lies not in sleep but in improving waking behaviors that encourage both exercise and contemplating the intake of fewer calories.
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